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The trap-box, continued. 

for The Fictional Voluntier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

date typed up: 10-27-17 

 

… 

 

 

where these two had sat 

last time; the shrieking  

of these two this time 

involved the cited: sats 

and as if to verify their  

simulated age at least; 
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because it might be true 

that these two were- 

are presently teen agers: 

were cited: sat books on 

them; however there were 

clear like near reportable  

signs on them of adults 

posing as children; this 

along with the non-sequential  

shrieking ; and that only 

means that the shrieking didn’t  

seem to match the, that 

two-some party 

plus, their collected recognition [see today’s fiction posting to see a fiction exercise of potential 

displays of use of this uh, term; after uh it goes up, is posted] 

of the last time I sat 

in the trap-box; and 

where I sat; extenuated 

by the fact: that compared 

to this incident it was 

some while ago; 

 

the distance of my visiting the 

trap-box had been too long  

for them to coincidentally 

still effective; be seated there. 
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  As a result I hardly 

would trust my belongings 

with them, and if [those, they] alone 

with my belongings I would 

chalk up-any items un-stolen to 

 

be due to the fear of the  

consequences of stealing 

while under audio + 

video surveillance 

   The other two seated at the 

/ in the trap-box; were 

seated at the former seat; 

just even with something like 

five options it happened to be 

noticeable of the previous 

trap-box event of the unbelievable [uh, absent, -ly] 

two teenagers. These two 

comprised of what appeared to 

be a different and noticeable 

ethnicity-nationality 

component: while being 

Either or something 

Like a grandmother, grandchild 

pair.  – Of elderly –mid  
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teenage variety. The grand  

mother seemed to be yelling at 

the grandson by her body 

gesticulations, but her words were 

not audible.  

 

They seemed to be having a conversation  

that was hushed; from public hearing; 

but the “grandson” ‘s words seemed hushed, only after he spoke? ; hers were just  

not-audible at all. Her gesticulations 

were bordering a-on violent; and hard 

to go un-noticed; the couple of 

other supposed older teenagers  

nearby seemed to find this treatment 

gesticulation nothing extraordinary  

and even appropriate; this furthered 

my distrust of them and the “grandmother”  

Due to the son’s [“g’son” ‘s] facial 

expressions and reflective body stances 

though seated; I trusted him most 

of the four alone temporarily with my 

belongings in the trap-box. Shortly after 

I re-entered he donned a backpack and left the trap-box. His “grandmother” stayed a little longer; 

followed by the older “teenage” pair leaving, also. Soon I was alone 

with my belongings in the trap-box.  
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-the logic: non-preferentially  

The external use 

evaluation of 

something such  

as “belongings”  

[this set; existential] 

 

-establishing a “trust” fund + job decision tactics.  

                              | 

                              \/  

perhaps the actual meaning  

he-she-they-who “I” trust here “I” trust with … “I” trust to …  
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